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UFO Multidimensional World Peace Conference
Kevin Robb

Fred Rusher

Kevin Robb Director of ACCAdelaide will be
speaking of his face to face contact with Whole
Light Beings and Masters of Light, Time Overlap
that he has experienced showing the pictures of
Light Ships and showing you that you have a
choice with the beings you interact with always
with love. We can create peace on earth.

Fred Rusher (USA) BA Philosophy has been
combining sacred geometry and wood craftscrafts
manship for over 50 years. Fred specializes in
rendering in physical 3D Platonic & hypergeo
hypergeometric Solids demonstrating their unfoldment
and relationship to the evolving cosmos. A
dynamic exploration of how geometry is the
connecting language of creation that allows us
to communicate beyond cultural boundaries
with this world and beyond.

Libby O’Neill
Libby O'Neill (Brisbane) is the Representative of
The Academy For Future Science in Australia.
She has been coordinating the teaching of The
Keys of Enoch® for over 10 years. Libby will be
sharing with us the Message of the Keys of
Enoch in 2012 and the Awakening of our Divine
Overself as we activate our Christ Mind.

Jessica McPhee
Jessica McPhee and Bradley Pitt (Adelaide)
(Adelaide)..
SPECTRA and the Activation of the Children of
Light. We investigate the history, experience &
scientific investigation of the Star-children. Start at
the beginning of our new era of super children
with Uri Geller & the Spectra Activation, also known
as the Geller Effect. What message does this have
for us in our accelerating changing times?

Devidasan
Devidasan (Adelaide) World Peace starts with
inner peace. Inner peace is only possible when
we know our true nature and act from that space.
Vasudhaiva Kutumbikam, ‘the World is One
Family’ is a Vedic statement pronounced by the
sages. Our real identity which is non-material and
entirely spiritual. Devidasan will enlighten us on
how to experience World Peace.

Craig Neale
Craig Neale (Adelaide). UFO video taken on 28th
August 2010 5.30p.m. Direction of the sighting
was East at about 40-45 degrees. Distance was
approximately 10-12kms away. Location was
Sheidow Park Adelaide SA.

All Tickets for two days only one price $133.00 inclusive.
Includes all meals and dinner Saturday night plus meet the speakers.

Sacred Resonance performing LIVE.
Phone enquiries to Kevin Robb 0406 362 340
All info at www.australiancosmicconnection.com.au

Sheryl Gottschall
Sheryl Gottschall (UFO QLD) Close Encounters - A
Pathway To Shamanic initiation The experiences
with these Spirits are highly detailed and
predictable, so much so that a shamanic
template has been recorded through anthropoanthropo
ligical studies "classic shamanic initiation" is
cross-cultural and extends through time, even
to modern day. However, western cultures have
either forgotten, or choose to ignore, their
ancient heritage, that is, until the reports of
close encounters with extraterrestrials.

Megan Heazlewood
Megan Heazlewood (NSW) registered nurse has
been researching the crop circle phenomenon
for 11 years. Megan visited Wiltshire for the crop
circle seasons of 2006 and 2007 to experience
the crop circles first hand. What she experienced
directly, and what she witnessed and
filmed has deeply impacted her life.

Darren Curtis & Bradley Pitt
Darren Curtis and Bradley Pitt
(Adelaide) Sacred Resonance.
The Return Quetzalcoatl
Astrophysical Pyramids of
Light explore the ancient
mysteries of the music, sacred
sound frequencies and star
alignments of the pyramids of
the Yucatan, Mexico. paraphysical realities show connections
between the timing of the Mayan calendar (2012 and beyond) and
the return of the cosmic architects.
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